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Abstract—Interfacing machine models in either nodal analysis-
based (EMTP-like) or state variable-based transient simulation
programs play an important role in numerical accuracy and com-
putational performance of the overall simulation. As an advanta-
geous alternative to the traditional qd models, a number of ad-
vanced phase-domain (PD) and voltage-behind-reactance machine
models have been recently introduced. However, the rotor-position-
dependent conductance matrix in the machine–network interface
complicates the use of such models in EMTP. This paper focuses
on achieving constant and efficient interfacing circuit for the PD
synchronous machine model. It is shown that the machine conduc-
tance matrix can be formulated into a constant submatrix plus a
time-variant submatrix. Eliminating numerical saliency from the
second term results in a constant conductance matrix of the pro-
posed PD model, which is a very desirable property for the EMTP
solution since the refactorization of the network conductance ma-
trix at every time step is avoided. Case studies demonstrate that
the proposed PD model represents a significant improvement over
other established models used in EMTP while preserving the accu-
racy of the original/classical PD model.

Index Terms—Constant conductance matrix, EMTP, G matrix,
phase-domain (PD) model, qd model, saliency elimination, syn-
chronous machine, voltage-behind-reactance (VBR) model.

NOMENCLATURE

Throughout this paper, bold font is used to denote matrix and
vector quantities, and italic nonbold font is used to denote scalar
quantities.
vabcs ,vqdr Stator and rotor voltage vectors.
iabcs , iqdr Stator and rotor current vectors.
λabcs ,λqdr Stator and rotor flux linkage vectors.
Rs ,Rr Stator and rotor diag. resistance ma-

trices.
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Ls(θr ),Lr Stator and rotor self-inductance matri-
ces.

Lsr (θr ),Lrs(θr ) Stator and rotor mutual-inductance
matrices.

θr Rotor position angle.
Δt Discretization time step.
Rpd

eq ,Geq Equivalent resistance and conduc-
tance matrices.

epd
h , ipd

h Equivalent history voltage and current
sources.

epd
sh , epd

rh Stator and rotor equivalent history
sources.

Z ′′
q , Z ′′

d Equivalent q- and d-axis subtransient
impedances.

Zmq , Zmd Equivalent q and d-axis magnetizing
impedances.

Zlj , j = kq1, . . . kqM, Equivalent field and damper winding
impedances.fd, kd1, . . . kdN

Z ′′′
q PD model modified q-axis subtran-

sient impedance with added damper
winding.

RkqM +1 , LlkqM +1 Added damper winding resistance and
leakage inductance.

ZlkqM +1 Added damper winding impedance.
τQM +1 Added damper winding pole time con-

stant.
ffit Fitting frequency.
Lcritical Critical leakage inductance for the

added damper winding.

I. INTRODUCTION

MACHINE models for studying the power systems tran-
sients are generally based on the qd-axes model formu-

lation. Such models have received extensive attention in the
literature and are widely available in many nodal analysis-based
electromagnetic transient programs (i.e., EMTP-type [1]) and
state variable-based (e.g., Simulink [2]) simulation packages as
built-in library components that are extensively used by many
practicing engineers and researchers in industry and academia.
Since such general purpose machine models are widely used,
improving their numerical efficiency and accuracy can have sig-
nificant impact and improve many simulation packages.
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To improve the interface between the machine model and the
external power system network, which is typically represented
in physical abc phase coordinates, the so-called phase-domain
(PD) [3]–[6] and voltage-behind-reactance (VBR) [7]–[9] mod-
els have been introduced. For numerically efficient interfacing
of induction and synchronous machine models in state-variable
transient simulation programs, a unified constant parameter
RL-branch equivalent circuit has been recently proposed in [10].

Improving the numerical efficiency and accuracy of the syn-
chronous machine models for the EMTP-type programs has
been attractive for a long time. Numerous machine models have
been proposed and implemented in various software packages
including MicroTran [11], ATP/EMTP [12], PSCAD/EMTDC
[13], and EMTP-RV [14], where the qd models are typically
used. The main advantage of these methods is that they result
in a constant machine conductance submatrix [18]. However,
predicting relatively fast electrical variables introduces inter-
facing errors that significantly reduce the numerical accuracy
of such models, and may potentially cause convergence prob-
lem [5], [8], [9]. In EMTP implementation, the advantages of
PD and VBR synchronous machine models generally come at
the price of having a rotor-position/speed-dependent machine
conductance submatrix, which generally requires refactoriza-
tion of the entire network conductance G matrix at every time
step as the rotor position changes. A PD and VBR induction
machine models that achieve constant conductance submatrix
have been recently proposed by the authors in [15]. Achieving
the same property for the VBR synchronous machine is very
challenging due to the saliency and structure of equations [8].
Instead, the main focus and goal of this paper is to propose a
new PD synchronous machine model that also achieves a con-
stant conductance submatrix in EMTP solution, which, to the
best of the authors’ knowledge, has not been proposed before.
Interested reader will find particularly useful the related work
summarized in [8], [10], and [15]. The properties of the pro-
posed PD model and the additional contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows.

1) This paper shows that an equivalent resistance submatrix
of the discretized PD synchronous machine model can be
expressed as a constant plus a rotor-position-dependent
term.

2) This property is used for deriving a model that has con-
stant machine conductance submatrix as in [15] (assum-
ing a magnetically linear machine) using approximation
of saliency technique [16].

3) The proposed constant conductance (CC-PD) model can
be achieved for either salient-pole or round rotor machines
with appropriately fitted parameters for required accuracy
and discretization time step.

4) The proposed CC-PD model is shown to maintain very
good accuracy even at large time step similar to the clas-
sical PD model.

II. COUPLED-CIRCUIT PD MACHINE MODEL

For the purpose of power systems transients, a three-phase
electrical machine can be modeled by lumped-parameter cou-

pled circuits in physical variables and abc coordinates, known
in EMTP community as the PD model. Without loss of gener-
ality, this paper considers a three-phase synchronous machine
with one field winding fd, and M and N damper windings in
the q- and d-axes, respectively. The parameters of the exam-
ple machine considered in the case studies are summarized in
Appendix A. All rotor windings are assumed to be referred to
the stator side by appropriate turn ratios. Motor convention is
used so that the stator currents flowing into the machine have a
positive sign in the voltage equations. The flux linkage of each
winding is assumed to have the same sign as the current flowing
in that winding.

A. Continuous-Time PD Model

To set the stage for the further derivations, the PD model in
continuous time is briefly included here. The voltage equation
in physical variables and phase coordinates is [17]

[
vabcs

vqdr

]
= R

[
iabcs

iqdr

]
+ p

[
λabcs

λqdr

]
(1)

where the resistance matrix is given as

R =
[
Rs

Rr

]
. (2)

The flux linkage equation is expressed as

[
λabcs

λqdr

]
= L(θr )

[
iabcs

iqdr

]
(3)

where the stator and rotor self- inductance and mutual induc-
tance matrix may be expressed as

L(θr ) =
[

Ls(θr ) Lsr (θr )
Lrs(θr ) Lr

]
. (4)

The detailed expressions of the resistance and inductance sub-
matrices are given in Appendix B. The induced electromagnetic
torque is calculated in terms of physical variables (currents) as
follows:

Te =
P

2

[
1
2
iTabcs

∂

∂θr
(Ls − LlsI) iabcs + iTabcs

∂Lsr

∂θr
iqdr

]

(5)
which can be written in expanded form given in Appendix B,
(B9) for simplified implementation instead of the involved ma-
trix product (5). The mechanical equations can be found in [8]
and [17], and are not included here due to space limitation.

B. Discretized PD Model for EMTP Solution

In order to obtain numerical solution within the EMTP, the PD
machine model is discretized using implicit trapezoidal rule [1].
To interface the machine, the discretized model is first expressed
in the following general form [8]:

vabcs(t) = Rpd
eq iabcs(t) + epd

h (t) (6)
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